
 

 

RAPA Board Meeting 6/2/16 

 

 

Attendees: 

Greg LaRochelle 

Genevra Pflaum 

Susan Whitehead 

Karen Rotondi 

Garfield McIntyre 

Lynn Martone 

Kim Langstaff 

Stephanie Williams 

Kelly Priest 

Eddie Martinez 

 

 

Treasury update  

- See bank balance attached to email and below 

- Still need to discuss “buffer”  

- Sponsorship has been good, about $13K for this year 

  

CHLIA/ACLI Update   

- CHLIA would be happy if we picked it up and moved it forward.  Need to talk about this next 

meeting. 

  

RAPA 2016 Strategy – not discussed 

   

Initiative updates -  

        Education – not discussed 

        Risk Management 

- Kind of a slow start because of travel and attendance 

- Will continue with two workstreams 

- Next meeting will dive deeper into the Compliance workstream on some hot topics like PLT, 

Conversions 

        Data 

- Genevra will remain Chair until the Fall Meeting.   

- Sub groups all have in progress tasks that they will continue to work on; new version of document 

to be rolled out at Fall Meeting 

- Joint venture with the Education Initiative is in the works.  3 participants from the Data Initiative 

will be a part of this.  Genevra needs to reach out to Dalia to get a kick off meeting on the 

calendar. 

        Post Level Term 

- Had kick off meeting where the following sub groups were decided on: 

o Process – Administrative and Reporting 

o Financial 

o Communication 

o Emerging Trends 

- Sub committees will begin to meet soon 

        Planning 



 

 

Fall Meeting Registration 

- Typically communicate and open registration in July.  Greg will send something out the week of 

July 5th  

- Essentially registration is open on the website already, so can do the communication any time 

- Should we shut off Membership renewals prior to the Fall Meeting Registration? This way people 

can’t pay for Membership and Fall Meeting at the same time 

- Do Membership drive in June and then Fall Meeting registration in July 

- Greg and others work on communications for Membership and Fall Meeting – LinkedIn, email, 

news feed, etc. 

- Susan can identify the members that haven’t renewed yet 

2017 Fall Meeting venue 

- Kelly sent email with the top 5 options and Option 1 as a recommendation for 2017 - Vinoy 

- Option 4 as a recommendation for 2018 (Gaylord Maryland) 

- Oct 22-24
th
 2017 

- For 2017, Vinoy worked very well with us and for us.  Discounts, good room block, worked with us 

on price, no resort fee, walking distance to activities, food, etc., AV is cheaper than other places, 

also a Marriot. 

- Lynn can go to hotel when she’s in the area in July – formal or drop in?  Kelly and Lynn will 

coordinate 

- Beach! 

 
- Garfield is going to get the half room if 100 rooms are reserved. 

- Eddie is renting a boat and we can all go with him! 

- The total spend last year (2015) was $44,685 total F&B (including room rental), 2017 will be 

comparable (including service charge) 

- We negotiated the resort fee and the minimum food and beverage down 

- We have first right of refusal, so we can tell them we want to go for it and then if someone tries to 

book those dates we will have the option of solidifying the reservation at that time.  Lynn will do 

the onsite in early July and we will confirm after that. 

- They have not mentioned a deposit 

- Kelly to communicate with the hotel and get the first draft of the contract 

- Board ALL in favor of moving forward with the Vinoy 

- 2018 Gaylord in Maryland: 8 miles from DC area, beautiful area on the Potomac.  If we want to 

book, will need to do it this year, not next year.  Will discuss further next meeting. 

        Communication: 

Website 



 

 

- Greg is going to talk to Media Zeus about contract and work delivery/commitment.  Need updates 

taken care of in a more timely manner.  May need to look at other vendors.   

- Kim L – BofA suggested Media Zeus because Media Zeus is familiar with the BofA interface.  

Would like not to switch platforms if we switch vendors. 

- SLA in contract is 15 days; contract appears to be open ended 

- Letter to Media Zeus, give 30 days for response/change 

- Natalie originally recommended a Canadian web company, but the banking interface was 

challenging; if we go back to this company (or another Canadian company), we need to make 

sure there is no issue on this front.  Also will need to be sure the website language is 

“Americanized” and no international wire fees for monthly fee. 

- We are on Media Zeus’ network, so need to make sure that we don’t get shut down if we go with 

another vendor.  

- We are paying $95 monthly maintenance fee.  We should have a discussion with them about this 

fee. 

- Need to do our homework before talking to Media Zeus   

- Should we look at the contract to see if we cannot pay the fee until we resolve the service issue?  

Eddie will look. 

- Greg does have another vendor in mind, they are in Canada but used to be in the US.  If we start 

looking into them Greg will discuss the possible international challenges mentioned above. 

        Membership 

- Susan still working through communication package for potential new members 

- Susan using Swiss Re Canadian and US clients list for targets 

- Ann Adler at Swiss Re is in touch with clients on a regular basis so Ann will bring up the RAPA 

membership through her communications.  This will allow for a personal touch and valuable 

feedback. 

  

SOA/RAPA 

- Shaun presented in Nashville and Chicago 

- Should think about this for next year, SOA is happy with having us represented there  

  

Greg’s newsletter contribution – will go into July newsletter. 

- Once this is done, we will do a blast to RAPA Members 

 



 

 

 


